This paper presents a method for the analysis of planar multilayered waveguide-fed antennas. The method combines mixed-potential integral equations (for laterally open regions) and modal-field integral equations (for laterally closed regions) with a seamless transition between the two domains. The method has been implemented in a numerical tool, and the simulation results of two waveguide-fed planar structures are presented. The results are in good agreement with both measurements and simulations obtained with other commercial electromagnetic tools. Comparisons in terms of memory utilization and simulation time have also been performed.
1. Introduction N owadays, there exist a number of general electromagnetic tools (see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] to mention only a few) able to analyze complex three-dimensional (3D) structures, including non-homogeneous materials or nonlinear elements. These methods rely on intensive computational effort, and require volume discretization of the whole geometry under analysis. They also require the introduction of an absorbing boundary around the discretized volume to emulate the radiation condition. All of this leads to large memory utilization and very long simulation times. These drawbacks are partially obviated by ever-advancing computer technology. Indeed, the rapid growth in processor speed and available memory, and the introduction of multi-core processor architectures and acceleration cards, have opened new, wide horizons for these general-purpose codes.
This being said, highly specialized computational EM tools can also take advantage of these technological improvements, and
Modeling and simulation of waveguide-fed planar antennas can be done using general techniques, such as Finite-Difference Time-Domain methods [8, 10] , Finite -Element Methods [9, [11] [12] [13] [14] , or Finite-Integration Techniques [15, 16] . Hybrid finite-elementlintegral-equation techniques [17] [18] [19] can also be used where the Finite-Element Method is applied to modeling laterally bounded (waveguide) structures, and the integral-equation technique is used for laterally open (antenna) structures. However, this is a typical case where a more-specific approach -such as an integral-equation formulation solved using the Method-of-Moments (IE-MoM) -still remains the most suitable strategy. IE-MoM techniques are particularly well suited for the so-called 2.5D geometries, where the use of brute force and a huge number of unknowns can be replaced by a pre-processing analytical effort leading to the formulation of the pertinent Green's functions . Moreover, lE-MoM is well suited to mode ling realistic excitations. It can produce results for scattering parameters and related near-and far-field quantities that are in general more accurate that those obtained with the general-purpose tools.
Integral Equations with

Method of Moments
Consider a hybrid structure, composed of rectangular waveguide sections that feed a multilayered planar antenna (Figure I) . The antenna structure can have arbitrarily shaped conductive patches and slots in ground planes between different dielectric layers . Any waveguide section can also be filled by stratified dielectrics, and can include conductive patches or slots of arbitrary shapes, localized in planes perp endicular to the propagation direction.
Every patch surface is modeled using electric surface currents, J E' At every interconnection of two different waveguides and on every slot, the surface Equivalence Principle is applied. Magnetic surface currents, J H ' (on both sides of the interface) are introduced in such a way as to ensure the continuity of the tangential component of the total electric field, E:
Considering all the patches to be made of perfectly conducting metallizations, the tangential electric field on them has to vanish: Figure 1 . A general multilayered waveguide structure that feeds a multilayered antenna array.
Note that for unification purposes that will become clear later, we prefer ( J E ' J H ) to denote electric and magnetic currents, and not (J, M).
(2)
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There are two additional boundary conditions that need to be ensured, which will result in the integral-equation formulation of the problem. The continuity of the tangential magnetic field (H) on the slots and at the interconnections between two different waveguides has to be satisfied:
In this way, each slot decouples the original problem into two equivalent sub-problems, one above and one below the slot interface. Each sub -problem can be either laterally unbounded (open problem) or enclosed in a rectangular waveguide (closed problem). The combined formulation should inherently account for dielectrics, ground planes, and the radiation condition in laterall y unbounded structures, while being able to model accurately modedominated phenomena in waveguides and cavities .
The mixed-potential integral -equation formulation [20] has been successfully applied in the analysis of planar antennas (open multilayered problems). The modal integral-equation formulation is an efficient method used in solving closed problems, such as multilayered waveguides or cavities [21] . Therefore, a well-balanced combination of these two integral-equation formulations, as proposed in this paper, should provide an excellent tool for anaIyzing 2.5D hybrid (open/closed) geometries, such as those appearing in waveguide-fed planar antennas.
Waveguide-fed patch antennas were alread y analyzed with IE-MoM strategies in [22] . However, only the waveguide excitation was taken into account, with no dielectric layers or metallizations present in the waveguide. Similarly, cavity-backed antennas with dielectric layers in both the cavit y and the open planar structure were analyzed in [23] , but no waveguide-excitation was been accounted for. In this paper, we present an integral-equation technique for modeling waveguide-fed planar antennas having an arbitrary number of dielectrics and embedded metallizations in both laterally closed (cavity) and open (planar antenna) regions, with a seamless transition between the two regions . The method has the advantage of a cons istent integral-equation approach, which produces well-conditioned matrices and yields highly accurate results.
The paper is organized as follows . First, we outl ine the integral-equation technique applied to planar dielectric layered structures that are either laterally unbounded or embedded within rectangular waveguides. We give details for efficient computation of Green 's funct ions, and the construction of Method-of-Moments matrices, in both laterally open and closed regions. Finally, software based on this integral-equation approach has been used to simulate two pract ical examples of waveguide-fed planar antennas. We compare the results of our simulations with measurements and results from other tools, and we discuss memory utilization and computational efficiency issues .
MUltilayered Green's Functions
where E inc and E scatt are the incident and the scattered electric fields, respectively. For modeling lossy metalizations, the zero on the right-hand side of Equation (3) can be replaced by the Leontovich boundary cond ition [20] .
Introducing field Green's functions (which correspond to the open or closed sub-problems), the scattered fields can be expressed as convolution integrals of the electric and/or magnetic sources and the corresponding Green 's functions . The boundary conditions evolve this way into a system of integral equations with unknown electric and magnetic surface currents .
The Method of Moments technique is used for numerically solving the system of integral equations [24] . The unknown electric and magnetic currents are expanded into a set of basis functions. In order to model general shapes of magnetic and electric planar sources , sub-sectional (rectangular/triangular) basis functions have been selected, so the unknown sources can be expanded as follows: (4) where the source index Q= E represents a horizontal electric dipole (HED), and Q =H represents a horizontal magnetic dipole (HMD). In the same expression, the aQk are the unknown coefficients in the expansion of the currents, and the f Qk are the N Q sub-sectional basis functions defined on electric (Q =E) or magnetic ( Q= H ) surfaces .
As stated in the previous section, the study of sources embedded in a planar multilayered medium calls for the computation of the corresponding Green's function . This computation can be optimally performed by solving an equivalent transmission-line problem ( Figure 2 ) [20, 25] . The source becomes a lumped generator, and every layer corresponds to a transmission-line section. The terminal impedance walls bounding the planar multilayered medium correspond to loading impedances . For instance, a semiinfinite terminal will be simulated by a matched load.
Once the equivalent transmission-line problem is solved, the knowledge of voltages and currents at any z level allows a full solution of the original electromagnetic problem. In particular, voltages and currents at the connection points between transmission-line sections give the fields and the potentials at the interfaces of the layered medium . Tables I and 2 summarize the expressions that relate spectral-domain field and potential Green's function components with voltages and currents in the equivalent transmission-line model. In these tables, k z is the propagation constant in the z direction, and k~=kJ Jlr&r -k; =k; +k; is the transverse wavenumber. The characteristic impedances for the TE and TM modes are respectively given by
Using a Galerkin procedure, the basis functions serve also as test functions. In this way, the original coupled system of integral equations is transformed into an algebraic system of linear equations, with coefficients aQk as unknowns : Green's function for the sub-problem above and below the slot, respectively, connecting by this means the two otherwise uncoupled sub-problems.
The above is a compact notation , where both the observer index, P, and the source index, Q, can be either E (electric field, electric source) or H (magnetic field, magnetic source). G pQ stands for a specific multilayer Green 's function. In the case where R HH (k,l)
is an interaction between two basis functions defined on the same slot, it can be written as RHH(k,l}= ffHdr)dS f[GtlH(r lr')+G~IH(r lr')J fH/(r')dS', sk SI The Sommerfeld choice for vector potentials reduces the full dyadic into only five nonzero components [27, 28] . Note that throughout this work, only planar electric and magnetic sources (at z = constant) are considered.
Green's Function of Laterally Unbounded Multilayered Media
If a function, G, depends on transverse coordinates only through the radial source-observer distance 
where J n is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n , and 0 is a generic spectral Green's function depending on the variable kp=~k; +k; and the vertical positions of the observer (z) and source (z') points. Thanks to the basic properties of the Bessel functions, only the Sommerfeld integrals of the order n = 0 and n = 1 are needed to find the potential and field Green's function components (Tables 1 and 2 ). The correspondence between the spectral and space domains for various expressions of 0 can be summarized as in Table 3 (fjJ is the angle in cylindrical coordinates). The numerical evaluation of Sommerfeld integrals So and SI can be efficiently performed using specially tailored algorithms [20, 30] .
Efficient Evaluation of Method-of-Moments Matrix in Laterally Unbounded Sub-Problems
The interactions in the Method-of-Moments matrix corresponding to the laterally unbounded sub-problems can be computed differently, depending on the interfaces where source and observer rooftops are situated. If the source and the observer rooftops (basis and weight functions) belong to the same type of source (electric or magnetic), the potential Green's functions are used in order to obtain a milder singularity (R-1 for potentials, instead of R-3 for fields). This allows for the integrals to be computed numerically in two possible ways. In one strategy, the singularity can be extracted, treated analytically [31] , and added to the remaining regular part, which can be computed using numerical integration. Another strategy is to solve the integral in polar coordinates, where the Jacobian of the transformation will cancel out the singularity, and the integral can be computed numerically [23, 32] .
This means that in the final matrix of moments, every time that a convolution integral of the type GEE~J E appears in the ,n' where m,n=I,2,3, ... ) . The expressions for the vector mode functions, ei and hi' for rectangular cross sections can be found in [34] . Using rectangularwaveguide Green's functions, Equation (12), the Method-ofMoments elements of Equation (6) can be written as (13) where
Cp (k,i) = Jfpk(X,y)Pi(x,y)dxdy. sk (14) and the convolution integral is defined as
In the above equations, G v is the scalar potential and GA represents the vector potential Green's function.
In the case of two rooftops belonging to different types of sources, field Green's functions are preferred (there is no singular interaction, since magnetic and electric currents are not supposed to share the same z level). The contribution to the corresponding Method-of-Moments matrix element is (11) for the case when f k belongs to the electric source and f l belongs to the magnetic source, or vice-versa.
In all cases, the numerical integration is done using cubature rules especially adapted to triangular or rectangular domains [33] . The Green's functions are also pre-computed and stored into twodimensional tables at each frequency. The Green's function values needed to compute the numerical integrals are retrieved from the tables using efficient interpolation routines, which lead to very accurate results and much faster computation than if the Green's functions are evaluated directly.
Green's Function of Laterally Bounded Multilayered Media
Using the equivalent transmission-line networks to represent the waveguide sections, the field dyadic Green's functions are given by GpQ (r Ir') = LG Pi (z,Z')Pi (x,y )qi (x',y'). (12) In the above compact notation, the vector mode functions P and q are the modal functions of either electric (e) or of magnetic (h) type. Gp; (z,z') depends only on the observer index, P, and designates the associated spectral Green's function (from the equivalent transmission-line model) that corresponds to either the voltage (p = e) or the current (p = h). The index i represents the order number of the rectangular waveguide mode (TEm,n' where It can be noticed from the above equations that all the Method-ofMoments matrix coefficients are functions of only two different overlapping integrals, in particular, the overlapping integrals of the e and h vector mode functions with the vector basis functions. These integrals can be computed analytically because they have rectangular and/or triangular sub-sectional basis functions [21, 23] .
Efficient Evaluation of Method-of-Moments Matrix in Laterally Bounded Sub-Problems
The extraction of the quasi-static term of the spectral Green's functions is performed for the efficient evaluation of the series appearing in Equation (13) [34, [36] [37] [38] . The main implication of this technique is that the original series are separated into frequency-independent and frequency-dependent series. The frequency-independent series are evaluated only once for a given geometry. As for the frequency-dependent series, they are evaluated for each point in frequency, but due to the extraction of the quasi-static part, the convergence is considerably enhanced. As a result, an important saving in computational time for the analysis of multilayered-media waveguide structures over a wide range of frequencies is achieved [23, 29] .
Modal Excitation
Let the excitation of the waveguide be a source that produces a single mode (denoted by the index i). The field transverse to the z direction can be expressed in terms of the incident power wave, ai' as (15) where Z, is the modal impedance and hi is the magnetic-field vector modal function of the considered mode.
Let an aperture, AI' be in the reference plane in which we compute the reflection coefficient. Let it be discretized into a number of sub-sectional (rectangular and/or triangular) basis functions, f HIe' for all indices k = 1,..., N H for which Sk c Al . The excitation vector in the Method-of-Moments system of equations in Equation (5) can then be expressed as follows:
where the coefficient of two comes from the "mirrored" magnetic field [40] .
After having solved the system, we obtain, among the others, the unknown coefficients aHk' used to expand the magnetic current on the aperture AI in a given set of basis functions. It can be shown that the reflection coefficient on the aperture Al can then be expressed as [39] 4 2 . -----,---. . 
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Numerical Examples
In this section, we analyze two waveguide-fed planar antennas using the numerical tool, based on the theory presented so far. We compare the solutions with measurements and with the results obtained with other simulation tools. No symmetry or mirror planes have been used in any of the simulations. Figure 4 and Figure 5 , respectively. The solid lines represent the simulation results, and the dashed lines represent the measured values taken from [22] . Good agreement with the measurements can be observed.
The geometry of the rectangular microstrip patch antenna in this example was taken from [22] . The patch was excited through a slot on the end wall of an empty rectangular WR90 waveguide, as shown in Figure 3 . In our simulation, the planar patch and slot surfaces were discretized with 189 rectangular basis functions. The fundamental TE IO mode of the rectangular waveguide was used as excitation. The number of modes used to compute the Method-ofMoments matrix for the inside (waveguide) structure was 5000 for the static sum and 1000 for the dynamic sum, which led to a maximum memory utilization of 7 MB. The VSWR and the reflecWp Figure 3 . The geometry of a rectangular microstrip patch antenna (taken from [22) ). The dimensions were I w = 22.86mm, Ww =10.16 mm, la =14mm, w a =0.3mm, lp = 14mm, w p = 11.7mm. The patch was printed on a substrate with Er = 2.2, tano = 0.001, and thickness h = z2 -zl =3 .15mm.
The same structure was simulated using the FEM-based frequency-domain solver Ansoft High Frequency Structure Simulator' l:J (HFSS) [1] and the Finite-Integration Technique-(FIT-) based frequency-domain solver eST Microwave Studio ©(MWS) [2] . The reflection coefficients computed using these different tools agreed well with our simulations, and are shown in Figure 6 .
When comparing memory utilization and simulation time, the following considerations must be taken into account. Our solver accounts for dielectrics and ground planes as laterally unbounded structures. It asks only for the discretization of surface (metallization) sources; the dielectric layers, ground planes, and radiation conditions are inherently present in the Green's functions used. Therefore, this approach is well suited for the analysis of these types of 2.5D geometries. On the other hand, general solvers based on the FEM and FIT ask for volume discretization and the introduction of an air box around the radiating structure, with absorbing boundary conditions on the box's surface to emulate the radiation condition . This leads to larger memory utilization and somewhat longer simulation times, but allows for more-generic complex structures with non-homogeneous dielectrics to be analyzed.
In the HFSS simulations, a rectangular air box with the absorbing boundary conditions on its surface was placed far enough from the radiating structure of the antenna ( -A14, with A being the wavelength at the lowest simulation frequency) to ensure accurate results. The following simulation parameters were used: a maximum of 16 passes with a target convergence of 0.01, an adaptive frequency of 11 GHz, and 20% of maximum refinement per pass with a minimum of two converged passes. This led to 12599 tetrahedra to achieve the convergence, and a corresponding maximum memory utilization of 118 MB.
A snapshot of the mesh used in our simulation tool, which had 3070 basis functions (unknowns), is shown in Figure 8 . The fundamental TE lO mode of the rectangular waveguide was used as excitation. The number of modes used to compute the Method-ofMoments matrix for the inside (waveguide) structure was 5000 for the static sum and 1000 for the dynamic sum.
The geometrical layout of our second example, a waveguidefed planar antenna array, is shown in Figures 7-9 . This antenna was part of a radar module operating at 24.125 GHz. It had a waveguide-to-stripline transition, optimized in such a way that the radiation of the transition did not disturb the radiation pattern of the patch array. This was achieved by a special patch/slot combination [8] .
solver took 2 minutes 51 seconds for the whole simulation (with 101 equally distributed frequency points in the range 9-11 GHz, and 2 seconds for the frequency-independent part of the procedure). This led to 1.7 seconds per frequency point. The HFSS simulation took 15 minutes 46 seconds (with 101 frequency points and 1 minute 18 seconds for adaptive mesh), for an average of 8.5 seconds per frequency point. Concerning the frequency-domain simulation with CST MWS, the setup took 29 minutes 45 seconds for the whole simulation (with five interpolation points and 22 minutes for the adaptive mesh), for an average of 92 seconds per frequency.
Waveguide-Fed Planar Antenna Array
The input parameters of the antenna were computed at the waveguide port, and the reflection coefficient is shown in Figure ..
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In CST MWS, we used exactly the same geometry (including the air box dimensions) and the simulation parameters as in the HFSS simulations. The discretization that achieved accurate results led to 118262 tetrahedra, which corresponded to a peak memory utilization of 1.05 GB. .
100
All the simulations were run on the same PC (Pentium 4 processor at 3.2 GHz with 3 GB of RAM). On this machine, our Figure 7 . A waveguide-fed patch array.
L -15 ------,------.......-,------.---- It is worth noting that in our simulations, the ground plane with the slots between the waveguide and the antenna was considered to be infinitely large, and therefore the radiation pattern is shown only in the broadside direction. 
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formed on a PC with an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU T8300 at 2.4 GHz and with 3 GB of RAM. The whole simulation, with 61 discrete frequency points, took 73 minutes, or 73 seconds per frequency point, with a maximum memory utilization of 176 ME.
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The same structure was simulated using the FDTD-based simulation tool EMPIRE™ [4] , and the results are shown in the same figure with the gray line. The EMPIRE simulations were performed on a Dell Precision 7400 with two Xeon 5472 CPUs at 3 GHz. The simulation took 100 seconds, and a maximum memory utilization of 317 ME. It should be pointed out that EMPIRE is an extremely speed-optimized tool. For each simulation geometry and each processor architecture, it automatically creates specially suited assembler code. Furthermore, this assembler code is capable of using all the available multiple cores in the computer. Figure 11 . The eo-polar radiation pattern in the E plane: computed using our method (solid line with asterisks), measurements (dashed line), and simulations using EMPIRE (gray line). 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented an integral-equation analysis of multilayered waveguide-fed antennas and arrays. The method combines mixed-potential integral equations for laterally open regions with modal-field integral equations for laterally closed regions, using a seamless transition between the two. An electromagnetic solver based on this approach was developed. The results of simulations of two waveguide-fed planar antennas were presented. These results were in good agreement with both measurements and the simulations obtained using other commercial electromagnetic tools. Comparisons in terms of memory utilization and simulation time were also performed. They showed that our integral-equation algorithm is very competitive when compared to sophisticated general electromagnetic tools.
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